Honda ascot ft500

The Honda Ascot was a name given to two motorcycles produced by Honda in the early s. The
tank stripes and the "FT" decal were gray and silver on the red bike and red and orange on the
black bike. The brakes were single piston disc front and rear and the bike has an electric starter,
foregoing a kickstart entirely. The tank and side cover stripes on the red bike were white and
blue; but on the black bike they were silver and red. The headlight and instruments were
rectangular. The transmission was a 5-speed. The brakes were dual piston, front and rear. The
VTFT Ascot received a twin engine rather than the single-cylinder used on earlier models. The
side cover panel on the blue bike was silver, but on the red bike it was black. The gas tank wing
decal was 2-tone. The 2-into-1 exhaust system was black chrome. The side cover panel on the
black bike was silver, but on the red bike it was black. The gas tank wing decal was 3-tone.
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register. Home Help Search Login Register. Big thumpers are not only alive, they're better than
ever, thanks to the introduction of the FT Its electric starting brings the big single into the
modern era. Quirkiness is difficult to define. Literally, it means peculiar or idiosyncratic. If
you're highly individualistic you probably think of quirky in a positive way - unique. In either
case, you probably subordinate unusual design or styling to function. At least, we believe that's
the way it should be, and we have reason to suspect the majority of motorcyclists share that
opinion. Basis for our viewpoint is that Yamaha has retreated from the cc single-cylinder
roadster market: Yamaha's one-of-a-kind during the years it was produced SR was indeed
quirky, but it didn't exactly take the motorcycling world by storm. Mainly because it was at a
functional disadvantage compared with its lightweight-class, and price level rivals, the cc twins.
Specifically, it vibrated more than the counterbalanced twins, and it lacked electric starting. You
can talk all day long about the desirability of unique motorcycles and about your being one of
those enthusiasts devoted to mechanical simplicity; if the unique and mechanically simple
machine that you're obliged to buy is a sub-par performer or lacks any significant amenity, it's a
fair bet that you'll maintain your affection from a distance. Honda has filled the void Yamaha
created - and is likely to pull in some of the enthusiasts who were attracted to the SR as a
concept but disillusioned by the reality of the product. This engine has up to-date technological
features, including a four-valve head and engine counterbalancers. More important, Honda fitted
the street-going FT with electric starting and did away with the kick-start lever altogether. By
taking this logical step, Honda has produced a bike which will appeal to "purists" for its
straightforward design, and compete with other cc bikes in several categories of function. There
are in fact and theory several good reasons for producing a single -- reasons which have
nothing to do with fashion and everything to do with performance and practicality. As a rule of
thumb, it's possible to make a single lighter than a twin; in fact, Honda has given validity to the
rule -- the FT at pounds weighs somewhat less than the cc twins, which weigh anywhere from to
pounds, and significantly less than the occasional cc twin on the market; the Honda CX for
example, weighs pounds, and the Yamaha Vision weighs Singles are also generally narrower
than twins, which allow the manufacturer to produce a bike with more ground clearance. In
terms of maintenance, a single has one fewer carb and four fewer valves given the same four
valve cylinder head design to adjust. Those purists who insist that big singles ought to be
classic works of simplicity should not be disappointed by the addition of electric starting. Gone
is the kick starter's idler gears, pinion, ratchet mechanism and springs, shaft and kick lever. In
this respect the FT has been mechanically and functionally simplified. In any case, if you've
ever stalled a high compression single at mid intersection during rush hour, you'll appreciate
the lack of time-consuming starting drills and the presence of push-button starting. Simplicity
advocates should also appreciate the efficiency of design of Honda's counterbalancing system.
Naturally, it requires extra parts and slightly more weight, but Honda's designers have kept both
to a minimum. The forward balancer rides on its own shaft. The second, rearward balancer rides
on the existing transmission mainshaft -- a feature Honda has patented. In all, the balancing
system consists of the forward shaft and balancer, the rearward weight, the chain connecting
the two balancers, and a few bearings. That's as simple a system as any factory has yet
designed for a single machine. One took at the instrumentation reinforces the belief that this
motorcycle is at the short end of the mechanical complexity spectrum. Absent are superfluous
-- for the sporting purist -- information centers; you'll find no fuel gauge, voltmeter, gear
position indicator, stand-down indicator, or liquid-crystal monitoring panel with flashing graphic
displays. Instead, you'll find only pertinent data required for riding: plainly readable gauges and

lights, a dash-mounted choke lever and easy-working controls and switches. The cc engine
resembles Honda's XL and XR powerplants in overall appearance: however, it has significant
differences. Premier among these, of course, is electric starting. The clutch uses the same
number of plates, but the friction-plate thickness has been increased by 0. The main crankcase
has a bolt-on sump with a cap covering the oil filter element: oil capacity is increased to 2. The
starter motor, located behind the cylinder, drives through six reduction gears, for an overall
reduction ratio of A ring gear surrounding the crankshaft mounted alternator rotor is engaged
by a sliding pinion which has a one-way clutch. This clutch freewheels when the engine
outspeeds the pinion, thus disengaging the reduction gears and starter motor and preventing
the starter from over-revving, The Honda uses an unusual start-gear actuating system. During
starting, a solenoid, which acts through a locking cam, positively holds the pinion gear and its
one way clutch engaged. The solenoid remains energized -- and the pinion engaged -- as long
as the starter button is depressed. Without this feature, the pinion gear would be tricked into
disengaging every time the piston gained speed after the compression stroke, even it the
engine didn't start. After cold starting the FT, you can immediately ride it away smoothly with
only minor choking. The FT pulls from idle, and has a distinct power surge above rpm. Even
though the FT has a good strong charge in the mid-range, the FT's no Superbike, as its
quarter-mile times indicate. The FT's peak power is actually shy of the typical cc twin: the
slowest we tested in our January econo-twin shootout, the Kawasaki KZ LTD, beats the FT in
the quarter by a half-second and over eight miles per hour. The reason for the deficit can be
found in the dyno charts. The FT and the SR torque and horsepower curves intersect at rpm,
above which the SR shows a clear advantage: one full horsepower throughout the rpm range in
which the engine works during drag-strip acceleration. That's not much, but it accounts for the
small difference in ET and speed. Below rpm, the FT pumps out more torque and more
horsepower than the SR, which explains why the FT is so easy to ride along twisty roads and
around town. In these conditions you're likely to run the bike in the mid-range, and that's where
the Honda excels. Because the FT has a 35mm carburetor, three millimeters larger than the
XL's, one might mistakenly assume that the roadster has more power than the XL. Our dyno
indicated the opposite -- almost two horsepower down at rpm. The reasons for the deficit can't
be found in the cylinder head: it's virtually a carbon copy of the XL's differing only by including
a tachometer drive. Valves are identical: 35mm intake and 30mm exhaust, and both pairs of
valves lift 8. Camshaft timing has the same late-opening intake and early-closing exhaust as the
XL, producing only 10 degrees of, overlap. What, then, accounts for the variance? Part of it is
the FT's constant-vacuum carb: it has an internal butterfly valve, which the XL doesn't have;
this somewhat restricts the venturi. In addition, the FT has an exhaust system different from the
XL-series'. Standard deviations between machinery account for the rest of the power difference.
On the open road the FT performs well. It has power to cruise easily at 55 mph and pass a line
of cars with a quick downshift. Up to rpm the big single is quite smooth; some vibration is
noticeable -- but barely. Above , despite the counterbalancers, engine vibration is apparent,
particularly through the gas tank and seat. Honda's and Suzuki's s are smoother for fast-lane
cruising 65 miles per hour and above. Cruising at 55 mph with the FT equates to running at rpm;
keep it to the legal limit or thereabouts and you'll be pleased with the single. In contrast to the
FT's overall engine performance, almost nothing mars its handling. The steering geometry 29
degrees of rake and 4. Steering is, in fact, light and responsive, without the twitchiness of some
sporting s. You can snap the FT from side to side easily, and it takes decreasing-radius and
off-camber turns better than heavier, slower steering machines do, Thanks to its narrow width,
the has tons of cornering clearance and can be leaned steeply without grounding the
undercarriage. If you really push the FT, the footpeg ends touch first and then the stands, but
touchdown is both light and predictable. The only niggling complaint we have regarding the
handling concerns the limp damping of the rear shock absorbers. The gas-charged shocks have
five spring preload adjustments; they provide a useful range for differing rider weights. At any
preload, however, contacting firm bumps in corners causes a slight rear-end wallow. At the
front, the 37mm air-charged fork has great road compliance. The tubes ride on Honda's dual
Syntallic bushings, and the ride height can be set by adjusting pressure between a
recommended six to 12 psi. We found the heavier setting suitable for all around riding; it gives a
taut and controlled highway ride. The fork incorporates an integral brace. Most single-disc front
brakes pull toward the side on which the disc is mounted. Even the best can twitch slightly as
the brake is first clamped on. The FT, however, exhibits no such tendency; the brace, it seems,
works well. Both front and rear brakes provide powerful braking with good feedback under
normal stopping conditions. Repeated hard braking from high speeds causes some fade: the
positive feeling diminishes as the lever moves closer to the grip. During our testing, this fading
appeared only under the most adverse braking conditions. Honda's dual-piston calipers clamp

only a narrow area around the discs' perimeters, increasing the area available for the giant
holes in the disc rotors; the look suggests that the FT's styling was inspired by Class-C flat
trackers. The discs mount to cast aluminum wheels rather than Comstars. The seating position
presents a combination of good and bad. Good first: the seat's hump stops the rider from
sliding rearward during hard riding in the twisties: it provides a pocket of comfort which also
lends to a feeling of complete control. On the down side, the seating position can be a bane to
long-range comfort. Riders shorter than five-eight will probably find the seat-to handlebar
relationship quite accommodating; taller riders may feel cramped, not being able to slide back
easily over the seat's hump, especially after an hour or two. Nearly all liked the handlebar shape
and footpeg position, although a couple of taller testers would have preferred the pegs more
rearward. Thanks to fine mid-range power, minimal vibration at cruising speeds and a
comfortable riding position the FT owner needn't feel timid about taking medium-length rides. In
fact, the FT's range on a tank of gas encourages a full day's trip or an overnight spin. We
typically covered to highway miles on the main fuel supply. One trip at moderate speeds netted
a high of The smallish, 3. The FT's real strength comes from its performance as a sport bike.
The snappy but steady handling, its light weight, wide powerband, click-stop shifting and fine
brakes make the Honda a superb tool to carve through twisty roads. You can easily and quickly
fine tune your speed to every nuance of the road. But, at last, we also have with the FT a big
single that is competitive with its class and price rivals in other areas too. With the exception of
sheer power output, this half liter single offers all the function of a or twin -- and more. It's
lighter, more responsive and more agile than practically any bike in its class and it offers all the
amenities from a front disc brake to electric starting. With a little more engine smoothness high
in the powerband, more peak power and better rear shocks, the FT could well be the best
half-liter sport machine for its price. Reprinted from Cycle June SMF 2. Max torque was Claimed
horsepower was Honda also made another ascot that was a V-Twin and it was designated VT It
came with a 3. Stopping was achieved via Single disc mm in the front and a Single disc mm in
the rear. The front suspension was a 37mm Air assisted forks while the rear was equipped with
a Dual gas shocks, spring preload adjustable. The Honda Ascot, designated FT'82, was sold in
Two colors were available: Monza Red and Black. The tank stripes and the "FT" decal were gray
and silver on the red bike; but they were red and orange on the black bike. The speedometer
was limited to 85 mph kph. The headlight was rectangular and so were the instruments. The
bike had electric start and the exhaust system was a 2-into The engine was a cc OHC, 4-valve
single cylinder with one carburetor. The transmission was a 5-speed. The tank and side cover
stripes on the red bike were white and blue; but on the black bike they were silver and red. The
headlight and instruments were rectangular. The speedometer had a mph kph limit. This engine
has up-to-date technological features, including a four-valve head and engine counterbalancers.
From CycleChaos. Categories : Standard motorcycles Honda motorcycles Road motorcycles.
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November , at Chain: x Honda GN4 10W Service Manual. Make Honda. Model FT This is a Honda
Ascot, that has been decked out as a cafe racer, and is ready to ride! Runs great! Would really
like to move this one, so make an offer! Please let us know if we can answer any questions.
Thanks for looking! Everything has been restored to mint condition with new parts all over.
Runs perfect. Lots of torque. Great condition for age. Has a few dents. Runs and drives well.
Cash only. Runs great and ready to rip. Fast, light weight, agile, and torquey. Handles great on
street and dirt. Built by saccitycycles, owned by motocollab. Beautiful vintage FT Ascot with
only miles and going up. Garage kept by senior owner. In very good condition for its age.
Ethanol free fuel only. Recent upgrades:New chain, LED blinkers, fresh fluids, new tires, clutch
and brake levers, hand grips, mirrors and more. E-mail contact; caudeinmo yahoo. Very nice
Honda FT Ascot. Great condition, no issues, miles. Will ship. Very clean Honda Ascot. Very low
miles, only 8, Recent service by mechanic. Ready to ride, clean title in hand. Can help with
delivery or for a long distance buyer I have a trusted motorcycle shipper that I can contact for a
shipping quote. Model FT Ascot. Model Ascot FT When I got this bike the gas tank was rusty
and I replaced it along with the petcock with a NOS Tank and petcock, the tank does have a
blemish in the paint see the pics. I also cleaned and rebuilt the carburestors with OEM Honda
rebuild kits and float valves, replaced the fork seals and bushings with Honda OEM Parts,
rebuilt the caliper and master cylinder. All fluids are changed and installed a new battery. I also
had the gas tank coated inside so rust will never be an issue. There are new tires and I have the
original tires also. This bike runs well. There are some scratches here and there and some rusty
spots. Look ast the pics as it needs some detailing yet, ask me any questions or come see it in
person. Sold as is where is, will assist with your shipper. Classic cruiser. Good condition. Minor
cosmetic wear. Runs very well. Great starter bike or for commuting. These bikes are rare so it
could also be used as a 'parts bike' for someone rebuilding one; BUT this bike runs so well I

would hate for it to be taken apart. Because I have a newborn now I don't ride it as often as it
deserves. Day Heights, OH. Rocky Ford, CO. Huntington Beach, CA. Gresham, OR. Port
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Cancel. Once upon a time, there was a breed of bike known as a Thumper. A thumper was a
4-stroke single, generally displacing between cc to cc, and it was known for its great sound,
stump-pulling torque and simple maintenance. As time went on, street bikes were increasingly
powered by smoother twin, triple and 4-cylinder engines, but the virtues of the single were still
evident offroad. Yamaha decided to try its hand at designing a thumper, introducing the XT in A
hit with dirt enthusiasts and desert racers, its cc single-cylinder engine was repurposed to
power the SR roadster, which is still being manufactured today in cc form. Possibly inspired by
the success of the Yamaha single, Honda introduced the XR as an off-roader in , and then used
a similar engine to power the dual sport XL A popular bike, the XL was used by many riders as a
sort of urban assault vehicle, and Honda noticed. Honda also noticed that the SR, although a
best-seller in many countries, was not moving quickly off dealership floors in the U. The
downside of thumpers was always hard starting and vibration, which on some bikes was so bad
it would rattle the fillings in your teeth. At the end of , Yamaha decided not to continue
importing SRs into the U. The Ascot was a kinder, gentler thumper. Named after the now gone
but not forgotten Ascot flat track near Los Angeles, California, the Ascot, besides having a
vibration-quelling counter balancer and a reliable electric start, featured cast aluminum wheels,
dual-piston disc brakes front and back, a 35mm constant-velocity carburetor with an accelerator
pump, and air-assisted front forks. Even with all these niceties, the Ascot still weighed about
the same as the SR, coming in at pounds with a half tank of fuel. The single overhead cam
4-valve engine was slightly under-square, with a bore and stroke of 89mm x 90mm. Dual
exhaust ports allowed for twin pipes to clear the central downtube and provided a nice vintage
touch, twin-port exhaust being the rage in the s. The rear shocks had five spring preload
adjustments, but were not the high-tech units available at the time on other Hondas, leading
some period testers to suggest that the rear shocks were not as good as they could have been.
Period testers were generally impressed with the bike, however, giving the Ascot high points for
its smooth acceleration and crisp throttle response, and they liked the pulsating exhaust note,
always a thumper selling point. The clutch was easy to operate, with a light grip, but unlike
thumpers of yore, many of which would pull from idle and liked low revs, the Ascot really
started to come on the cam around 3, rpm, with a smooth power curve up to its maximum
claimed output of 33 horsepower at 6, rpm. Honda had wanted the Ascot to appeal to sport
riders as well as commuters, and although the bike was not really fast, its lack of top-end speed
was compensated by excellent handling. The brakes were considered quite decent and the
headlight was big and bright. In applications where light weight and good ground clearance at
extreme lean angles were required, the Ascot, aided by a front end with 29 degrees of rake and
4. Period testers found that the Ascot excelled on mountain roads, with tight off-camber turns a
specialty. However, the seating was not especially comfortable for taller riders and riding at
freeway speeds for long stretches was tiring. The mirrors hardly ever blurred and the
instruments were easy to read. Unfortunately, the Ascot appeared in the marketplace at a bad
time. The U. To make matters worse, Honda and Yamaha had been engaged in a war for market
share, and thousands of bikes were piling up in warehouses. Anything that was not an instant
best-seller was discontinued. Ascot enthusiasts who enjoyed the virtues of the thumper either
hung on to their bikes or bought used ones that came up for sale. Single-cylinder Ascots never
became cult objects like the SR, but they maintained their value. One Honda dealer, the owner
of Cycle Stop in the Central California town of Salinas, bought one new for his own use, riding it
annually to the Laguna Seca races, commuting to and from work on it, and using it as an
around-town cruiser. However, the dealer eventually parked the bike, and it sat in his garage for
a very long time, maintained in excellent condition, but gathering dust. Dane Berens is one of
the more active members of the Classic Japanese Motorcycle Club , a small but very
enthusiastic group of people who ride and restore Hondas, Hodakas, Kawasakis, Suzukis and
Yamahas. For Dane, it all started with gas rationing in the s. I told him I needed the bike to get to
school. All of my friends had bikes. Most areas around where I lived in the Seventies were open
to riding, and we rode through orchards and hills and creek beds. When I started going to junior
college, I used the Elsinore to commute during the week and for crazy trail-riding weekends.
One trail at the old Clear Creek offroad area in Central California was on top of a ridge and 3 feet
wide. I still have that bike. Eventually, Dane decided to restore his Elsinore. In search of parts
and information, he went to an International Motorcycle Show, where he first met members of

the Classic Japanese Motorcycle Club. We go to swap meets and take road trips together. One
of the original club members tunes bikes and restores engines because he loves doing it. Many
people collect bikes that are familiar to them and Dane was used to single-cylinder motorcycles
with a dirt-bike heritage, so that is what he started looking for in classic street bikes. Cycle Stop
is still a full-service Honda dealership, but now has a major sideline supporting the local
agricultural industry with ATVs, generators and other equipment. As it turned out, the owner
had just made the tough decision to sell his cherished Ascot. I stopped short. When he learned
the bike had been on the shop floor only a few days and was for sale, he immediately started
negotiations, and he and the Cycle Stop owner worked out a deal. I thought it would be fun to
have a 4-stroke single. What I really wanted was a black Honda. When originally sold, Ascots
were fitted with a thin head gasket that, in most cases, eventually seeped oil. The front fender
had earlier been repainted by the owner, and it was almost indistinguishable from the factory
paint job. The choke cable was broken when Dane bought the bike, but after some sleuthing he
was able to buy a new-old-stock cable from Thumper Stuff , a Washington state-based company
run by Mark Apland specializing in Honda and Yamaha single-cylinder motorcycles. Online
Ascot enthusiasts provided encouragement and support, and among other things Dane learned
that a right hand grab rail was a rare Honda factory accessory, not an aftermarket part, and he
was able to purchase one to restore from a forum member who was parting out his bike. Dane
agrees that the Ascot is a friendly motorcycle. The Ascot needs very little warm-up. It is happy
in the twisties; the engine wants to pull through corners and has great torque. Even though it is
a single, it is pretty smooth. Vibration is relative, and this bike is relatively smooth. The brakes
work great and it will run all day smoothly up to 70mph. It has the look of the original Motard. I
needed to rescue it from being modified or becoming a daily commuter. The poor thing was just
sitting getting dusty. I wanted to show it and ride it and give it the respect it deserves. I'd like to
know what jetting the author changed to for quicker drivability. When I worked at a Honda
dealer one of the young mechanics, who had ridden all the models then available wanted to buy
a new bike. What did he choose? An Ascot. He loved it. The first La Carrera road race held down
in Mexico San Filipe to Ensenada was organized by my good friend, Loyal Truesdale along with
English racer Cliff Carr was to be run with single-cylinder bikes only to test the idea and to keep
speeds downat least at first. Loyal didn't have such a bike, but arranged to borrow a Honda
Ascot for the weekendof course, he didn't mention he was gonna race it in Mexico! So he
installed new tires and a new chain and sprockets and a new spark pluginstant race bike! We
got down to San Filipe and he took it out for a test ridecame back in and said the thing was all
over the place at speed and he was worried about the race. I propped the bike up on a milk crate
and checked the steering-head bearingsthey were quite loose so I tightened them up and alined
the wheels by eye the best I couldproblem solvedbike handled perfect for the race! Hit me up. I
have a black FT for sale. Hit me up I am in the market for a black FT I like the light weight,
midrange torque and classic looks. There just isn't anything else like it, new or used. I like the
midrange torque, light weight and classic looks. There just isn't anything like it today. This was
my re-entry bike after a six year hiatus after our daughter was born. Nice bike, looks good,
handled well after replacing the rear shocks , but a reluctant starter even with a fresh battery
and replaced starter pinion gear. Sold it after a couple of years after I bought my first Hawk GT.
Thanks for the memories! This was my re-entry bike back in '92 after a six year hiatus after our
daughter was born. Nice looking and a decent bike but often a reluctant starter even with a fresh
battery and replaced starter pinion gear. Sold it a couple of years later after buying my first the
Hawk GT. They are fabulo
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us little bikes.. Wish I had mine back. I have had one and then so for my wife to ride I loved
riding it as well Just plain fun They will keep going up for sure. Always thought these were cool
bikes. Great article! Motorcycle Classics is America's premier magazine for collectors and
enthusiasts, dreamers and restorers, newcomers and life long motorheads who love the sound
and the beauty of classic bikes. Sign In. Register Today! Square headlights were all the rage in
the Eighties. Photo by Nick Cedar. Square headlights were all the rage in the Eighties, and the
design shape carried on to the gauges. Continue Reading. The Ascot The Ascot was a kinder,
gentler thumper. Share your thoughts. Gregg Wellner. More Comments. Related Content. Xs
Print. Add to cart. How To Repair Your Motorcycle. Moto Guzzi: The Complete Story. Ariel Red
Hunter Print. The MV Agusta Museum. Red Eliason. All in the Family: Yamaha XS The sound
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